Osborn on Just-War Illusions
Ron Osborn (Advent Peace Fellowship Executive Director) published an article earlier this month in Commonweal, "Just-War Illusions: Shrouding Brutalities with Theological Euphemisms." Osborn calls readers to reflect on "just-war pacifism."

Adventist Demonstrator in Ukraine Shares Motivation
Posted March 31, 2014
Last month APF reported on the actions of Union College graduate Serhiy Horokhovskyy, who was active in the political protests that led to changes in Ukrainian leadership. Horokhovskyy recently share with Adventist Today about his motivation for participating.

Ron Osborn Publishes Book on Animal Suffering
Posted March 4, 2014
IVP Academic has just published a book by APF Executive Director Ron Osborn on the creation/evolution debate in which he wrestles with the problem of animal
suffering and extends the ethics of nonviolence toward non-human animals.

Open House at The Center and & Library for the Bible and Social Justice

Posted March 18, 2014

The Center and Library for the Bible and Social Justice will host an open house on April 4, 2014 from 4-8 p.m. In addition to the amenities for respite, retreat and research, CLBSJ’s 6,000+ volume library includes the past six years of acquisitions by the Lehman Library of F.O.R. and the libraries of half a dozen scholars and activists including Rabbi Lynn Gottlieb, Professors Norman Gottwald and Jack Elliott, and Mark Johnson.
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